Saved by a narrow lead of 17 gloves from a complete whitewash, the class of '44 bowed down to the victorious Sophomores, 12-3, in the Field Day events this afternoon.

The Class of '43 took an early lead in the schedule by romping through the freshmen skippers on the river, this morning, winning the interclass dinghy regatta, 157-71.

The refreshed frosh returned from the noon-day recess to win the first event of the afternoon, the first pull of the tug-of-war. The Sophomores snapped out of their inertia by the unexpected victory of the underdogs, gained a sizable lead in the first half of the football game, the next event.

Continuing their winning streak, they piled up 7 more points by winning the mile and a half relay race by a sizable lead, covering the course in 4:39.6. After the relay the Sophomores again showed their superiority by finishing the second half of the football game 19 points ahead of the scoreless frosh.

Coming from behind to show better coordination and staying power than their younger foes, the Class of '43 captured the final two out of three pulls to win the tug-of-war.

In the Glove Fight, greater skill in the art of rough and tumble battle was shown by the frosh, when they captured the event, 144-127, over a sizable Sophomore contingent.
BIOLOGIST ON

Dr. Paul Ehrlich Outdid
By Prof. H. Q. Vestibule
With Anti-bug Chemical

“697” Does Things To Ya!
Marmaduke Finds Out
After Giving Life
For Sake Of Science

A stupendous new chemical with
startling effects has been developed
for use in purifying the Swimming
Pool, according to Professor Hurt-
en's Q. Vestibule of the depart-
ment of Biology and Public Health.
Working on the theory that Dr. Paul
Ehrlich didn’t go far enough in his
work, Prof. Vestibule went about to
increase the wonder at chemical
reactions. Chemicals known as "697",
are used to control chemical-
reactants.

The cooperation of Professor Vest-
ibule was requested by Professor He-
tert's W. Tubs of the department of
Sanitary Engineering, after an amaz-
ing increase in the incidence of
swimming-accidents among students
was reported by infirmary officials.
It was concluded that this reprehensible
disease was carried by germs absorbed
by the naked in the swimming pool
water. The two professors completed
their research with great speed.

Marmaduke Q. Vestibule, '19, cap-
tain of the knitting team and a prom-
inent member of the Senior Week
Committee, assisted his father with
the experiments, gloriolously giving his
life for science.

Marmaduke needlessly forgot that
the chemical is deadly to all malignant
organisms; thus he died horribly upon
spilling some upon himself after his
triumphant victory in the Senior elec-
tions. Let his death be a warning to
all those who try to use the pool.

The new sanitary engineering de-
velopment is guaranteed to kill all obsta-
cing microbes by dissolving them com-
pletely. A minor distressing incident
occurred when Halfaman Karasick '41,
accidentally slipped into the pool after
the chemical had been added. Karas-
wick disappeared completely except
for a small, flat bottle with a black
and white label.

When interviewed about the trag-
edy, Professor Vestibule stated: "That
sort of thing is bound to happen oc-
casionally. Why, last year I acci-
dentally dissolved my son Marmaduke
just after the members of his class had
accorded him a high honor."

Walker Room Christened
W. R. Ahrendt Lounge

The little room opposite the
T.C.A. office in the basement of
Walker Memorial has been dubbed
"The William Robert Ahrendt, '41
Lounge", the Committee For Nam-
ing Things At M.I.T. announced
late last night.

This honor was conferred on the
late Mr. Ahrendt in recognition of
his splendid work in confounding
the general public, the Committee
said. The newly christened room is
connected by a ventilating fan to
the office of the Walker Memorial
Committee, of which Mr. Ahrendt
was chairman. Until now
the William Robert Ahrendt, '41
Lounge bore the simple label
"Other.

Local Institute Car
Takes Man For Spin

Halfaman Karasick
Turns Turtle, Bites Dust.
Will Pour At Tea Today

A prominent Technology couple
narrowly escaped a serious accident last
week when their sport lightning turned
turtle and then turned upset on the
Harvard Bridge.

The car was completely demoli-
shed before and after the accident so that
no serious harm was done. Mr. Hal-
ffaman "Cromewaaw-oof-your-strich-chah"
Karasick was thrown through the
windshield onto the radiator, down
through the motor into the car-
bacter and out through the exhaust
pipe. He was able to dance home
unassisted.

An investigation was at once started
by the State Civil Service Commis-
ion and the Massachusetts Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (Mt.
Vernon St. Division).
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Walton Lunch Co.

Eat on the Campus

Sandwich or Dinner

Walker Dining Halls
The little room opposite the T.C.A. office in the basement of Walker Memorial has been dubbed "The William Robert Ahrendt, M.I.T. Lounge", the Committee For Naming Things At M.I.T. announced late last night.

This honor was conferred on the late Mr. Ahrendt in recognition of his splendid work in confining the public to the committee. The newly christened room is connected by a ventilating fan to the office of the Walker Memorial Committee, of which Mr. Ahrendt was chairman. Until now the William Robert Ahrendt, M.I.T. Lounge bore the simple label "Men."

Local Institute Car Takes Man For Spin

Halfman Karasick

Turns Turtle, Bites Dust. Will Pour At Tea Today

A prominent Technology couple narrowly escaped a serious accident last week when their sport roadster turned turtle and then turned gopher on the Harvard Bridge.

The car was completely demolished before and after the accident so that no serious harm was done. Mr. Halfman "Comedown-on-you-Mickey" Karasick was thrown through the windshield onto the radiator, down through the motor into the carburetor and out through the exhaust pipe. He was able to dance home unassisted.

An investigation was at once started by the State Civil Service Commission and the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (Mt. Vernon St. Division).
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The First Church of Christ, Scientist
Cambridge, Norwood and St. Paul Sts.
Boston, Massachusetts

Sunday Services 9:00, 11:00, and 2:00 p.m.; Sunday School 10:45 a.m.; Wednesday evening meetings at 7:30, which include testimony of Christian Science healing.
Reading Room — Free to the Public, 323 Washington St., opp. John St., enter from door at 24 Prudence St.; 228 Boylston Street, Realty Building, 2nd Floor, 68 Nursery St., corner Massachusetts Ave. Authorized and approved literature on Christian Science may be read or obtained.

FOOD

SANDWICH or DINNER

EAT ON THE CAMPUS

WALKER DINING HALLS
BIOLGIST ON RAMPAGE

Dr. Paul Ehrlich Outdid By Prof. H. Q. Vestibule With Anti-Bug Chemical

"607" Does Things To Ya Marmaduke Finds Out After Giving Life For Sake of Science

A stupendous new chemical with startling effects has been developed for use in purifying the Swimming Pool, according to Professor Horridus Q. Vestibule of the Department of Biology and Public Health. When asked on the Street Dr. Paul Ehrlich didn't go far enough in his talk. Vestibule went ahead to discuss the work of chemical experts, who, he said, is bound to happen once a new kind of thing, is set aside to all the rest.

When interviewed about the Lag and the Mass Society for the Marmaduke Finds Out, Professor Vestibule stated: "That Preventive of Cruelty to Children (McG.) is a most valuable instrument. It was invented by the late Mr. Ahrendt in recognition of his splendid work in confirming the general public, the Committee said. The newly-christened room is connected by a ventilating fan to the office of the Walker Memorial Committee, of which Mr. Ahrendt was chairman. Until now William Robert Ahrendt, '41, Lounge bore the simple label "Men."

Local Institute Car Takes Man For Spin Halfman Karasick Turns Turde, Bites Dust Will Pour At Tea Today

A prominent Technology couple narrowly escaped a serious accident last week when their sport roadster turned turtle and then turned water on the Harvard Bridge.

The car was completely demolished before and after the accident so that no serious harm was done. Mr. Halffman "Come-down-off-your-high-hat" Karasick was thrown through the windshield onto the radiation, down through the metronome into the canister and out through the exhaust pipe. He was able to dance home unassisted.

When interviewed about the tragedy Professor Vestibule stated: "That sort of thing is bound to happen occasionally. Why, last year I accidently dissolved my son Marmaduke just after the members of his class had recorded him a high honor."

Walker Room Christened W. R. Ahrendt Lounge

The little room opposite the T.C.A. office in the basement of Walker Memorial has been dubbed "The William Robert Ahrendt, '41, Lounge", the Committee For Naming Things At M.I.T. announced late last night.

This honor was conferred on the late Mr. Ahrendt in recognition of his splendid work in confirming the general public, the Committee said. The newly-christened room is connected by a ventilating fan to the office of the Walker Memorial Committee, of which Mr. Ahrendt was chairman. Until now William Robert Ahrendt, '41, Lounge bore the simple label "Men."

R.O.T.C. Shows Secret Weapon Dare Parachutist Try Landing Against Unique Apparatus

Lt.-Col. Thomas-Stahl holding new anti-parachute weapon evolved through intensive research by Military Science Department.

A new type of anti-parachute defense is being developed by Lt.-Col. Charles Thomas-Stahl, former commander of the Institute R.O.T.C. unit, and the War Department announced.

A thoroughbreds of yore, the new weapon was evolved after intensive research at the Silver Dollar Foundation for Liquid Research. The unique instrument bears an amazing resemblance to a spear.

Use of the secret innovation is to be continued toantomact. Army authorities said. It is expected that parachute troops will find it a landing most uncomfortable.

Chemical Engineer To Stage Smoker For Class of '44

A "get acquainted smoker" to interested students in acquiring an idea of the functions of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, is to be held by the Technology chapter of the society on Monday, October, in the 5:15 Club Room of Walker Memorial.

Present at the smoker will be most of the professors and instructors in whom the course X men will be in contact, and the leading senior members of the chapter. All the graduate students who are interested in the field of chemical engineering are invited.

Professor Walter C. Whitman, the department of Chemical Engineering will speak in the group on the "What's Ahead for the Chemical Engineer." This is the same datum to be delivered every year at the smoker race for inspecting fresh. aimed to separate them need into a superfluous trouble note.

At the conclusion of the talks from Walker come pyramids, dried dummies and reclamed cigarettes will be served.

Keep In Touch With Your Local Draft Board

Dinghies Drafted For Naval Duties

With the announcement last week that another national emergency is in the offing, President R. R. has the Technology to place its dinghies in disposal of the Navy for military work.

When the announcement was made at yesterday's Institute I millite meeting, the statement was greeted with a stunned silence. Little had Tech thought that the exigencies of the present war were brought so close to home. After all, we can give our boys as soldiers dough as taxes, but our dinghies after all!!

But realizing that we must give all to the state these days, our collected their wins and immediately appointed a committee to look into

(Continued on Page 5)
Classes to be Suspended for Period of One Week!

Melting Eye, local women's fraternity, after prolonged petitioning, has been granted a chapter by Granary Cry Baby, prominent national. Installation will take place Wednesday evening in Elloe House, Harvard Square.

Granary Cry Baby was founded at Wilhbecue-banquets in September 31, 1774. It is the oldest existing organization of its kind in the United States and Mexico. The nearest chapter in Technology is at Miss College, Columbus, Ohio.

The pins, properly symbolic of the intellectual ideals of the society, are tiny, tiny replicas of Rodin's "The Thinker" in antique Munza metal, surrounded by daintily carved acanthus leaves. Below, on a bar of red, white, and blue, the society's colors, appears the motto "On ne passe pas," with a "God Bless America" sign in the background. Their flower is the four o'clock, and their official perfume, Four Roses.

It is estimated that the members of Granary Cry Baby consume annually $45,400,000 of Life Savers, an amount exceeding that expended by any other women's fraternity in existence.

Patrons of the order are filling the social calendar with unusually brilliant functions. Thursday, Mrs. Gelfingbrooke-Pennell entertained the members at a bridge-luncheon, and Friday evening they were guests of Miss Ella Phant at a box party at the Hartman. Miss Phant was stunning in jade chartruese over muslin, with a corsage of Aaron Ward roses. Miss Sophronia Giggles, president of the sorority, wore pink organdie and carried tuberculosis and snap dragons.


Miss Sophronia Giggles, president of Melting Eye, local girl's frat, shown wearing pink.

Miss Phyllina Glass wore fuschia daveten and carried an umbrella.

Tuesday evening Mrs. Van Oyster Took-Sudden will bring pre-installation festivities to an abrupt close with a girly show in her apartments in Hotel Franklin.

Get Your Camera Supplies From LEE'S CAMERA SUPPLY CO.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist
670 Newbury St., Boston
Sunday Services 10:45 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.; Boston School 10:45 a.m.; Wednesday evening services at 7:00, which include testimonies of Christian Science healing. Reading Room—First to the Public, 333 Washington St., opp. Hills St.; entrance also at 249 Purchase St., 249 Boylston St., and 10 Norset St., corner Massachusetts Ave. Author_ and approved literature on Christian Science may be read or obtained.
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You will find All Types at 78 Massachusetts Avenue CAMBRIDGE

Quick Service Appetizing Food Popular Prices
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That's WALTON'S

1090 Boylston Street Convenient to Fraternity Men
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SANDWICH or DINNER

EAT ON THE CAMPUS

Walker Dining Halls
RAH, RHEINDURFT

Harvard's athletic contest with Wheaton College for women marks an UNPRECEDENTED step in the Crimson athletic policy.

Coincidentally with Tech's BOLD entry into football, Harvard has DARED TO CHALLENGE the girls of Wheaton college to a game of field hockey.

Their defeat to the tune of fifteen to nothing, we are forced to acknowledge, much as it GRIEVES us, was a moral victory for the men of Rheindurft.

Coach Murga Troyd, '11, of our coed team, revealed that should Harvard win another such MORAL victory, they would be allowed to meet the Beaver Skirts.

Friday, November 1, 1940

The Cat's Meow


Editor. The Tech.
Lander First Table.
Sleepy Joe’s Bar.
Boston, Mass.
Dear Mr. Editor:

Please, sir Galabud, wouldn't this year could perhaps, maybe, write an editorial against Field Day, sometimes in the near future, sorta putting it up to the Corporation, the Institute Committee and Mr. A. L. M. Dinge-

(C)hoice of the last word to say on all lower class affairs to abolish the damn thing.

After all nobody really enjoys the affair with the exception of the Field Day Marshalls and Dean Lobell, and many of the lower-minded women in the audience. The FRESHMEN, brow-

Phi食材 on Registration Day, by some mysterious number that begins with an S, and a fellow by the name of Frank, just don’t seem to have a chance in the affair. The Sophomores-

after the favors of trying to fit in the Field Day Dance and the Sophomore Dance (val’ $1.50 for lighting on the Charles River, of course. the fight with gloves doesn’t seem too bad, cause how do anyone get hurt from a slap on a wet or white glove on.

Please, won’t you do something about this annual slaughter of innocent lambs. before it’s too late. I’ve just learned from my history class Simon Legrees. Of course, the fight with gloves doesn’t seem too bad, cause how does anyone get hurt from a slap on a wet or white glove on.

Hopefully,
JUNE MOON.

Keep In Touch With
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THE WRECK DRUG STORE
The Institute To Compete
With The United States Gov.
In Air Training Instruction

hostess Problem
Will Be Solved
By H.m. Karasick,
Midget Maestro

With the receipt of a recent gift of only $1,297,973.33, the Institute has announced that it will inaugurale an air training program in direct cooperation with the government subordi-
nated Civil Aeronautics Authority priority itself, has been appointed for the affiliation of hostesses aboard the line.

The obvious interest in the training program was baffling everyone, even the midgets of the feds. Half-a-man Karasick, long recognized as the midgets would be the ideal of training our boys to be milit-
ary pilots.

The fee for the course has been announced as $24.95. (We will not be underwrited), including medical exam, $3.00 fine, and tree scotch before each flight. Funeral expenses extra. All men will be furnished a pink uniform, a pink uniform, and a machete.

Applicants are urged to present themselves at the Fox and Hounds club (adv.) before September 1, 1941, and ask for Lulu. Preference will be given men who get there first and find Lulu.

Drafted Dinghies
(Continued from Page 2)

June 1, 1940

William S. Mott: "I agree, but
maybe . . ."
John B. Murdoch: "No."
Harold E. Data: "We can't guar-
antee publication but we'll do our
best."
Charles A. Wals, Jr.: "Oh my bud-
giet!"

Half-a-man Karasick: "1%6-
7?"

Ralph Jope: "In the opinion of the Advisory Council on Athletics . . . humph, humph . . ."

Willard S. Mott: "I agree, but
maybe . . ."
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89 BROAD STREET
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Prompt Delivery
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TELEPHONE TRO. 1738
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MILLER AT DANCE

Complete football suits are to be offered to all those at a surprise fayre at the first annual Football Dance, November 15, on the announcement made by the chairman of the Dance Committee, Joseph J. Jerome, '49.

The formal dress being anticipated by the Local Lilies and the Wellesley Wolverines will be conducted along the general rules of the above event omitting the clause specifying that articles of clothing must not be hidden except for the requirement that trousers must be in evidence at all times.

Stage Situation

Stage situation, being augmented by the Master's female attendants for playing too much at the Institute, have also been specified by the non-regulations posted for the affair. The rules limit the size and weight of the traditional Malefics to a mere 20 kilos in the order, system, or a situation the way the English do it.

All drinking must be done at the wellknown Lounge Bar where the (Continued on Page 7)

The traveling-est man we know

The Arrow Style Scout

The traveling-est man we know!

The Arrow Style Scout skips all over the world looking for new shirt ideas. The fruit of his journeying is right here on our shelves: the handsomest patterned shirts you ever set eyes on, perfectly tailored by Arrow. Come see them today.

$2, up

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

THE WAY TO MORE SMOKING PLEASURE

Today, more than ever, people are taking to Chesterfield because Chesterfield concentrates on the important things in smoking. You smoke Chesterfields and find them cool and pleasant. You light one after another, and they really taste better. You buy pack after pack, and find them definitely milder.

Make your next pack

C Chesterfield

Copyright 1940, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Swimming Pool Spiked in Desperate Effort To Heighten Spirits

For Further Details About This Startling Concession To Bacchus

The proposed use of what is commonly called “grain spirits” instead of water in the new swimming pool revealed by officials of the Swimming Pool Committee last night, “We are several hundred per cent as a result of the new innovation,” said Professor Evans S. Scrugo, chairman of Committee.

A large decrease in the cost of tickets at the pool has caused considerable worry over a possible loss of $6,892,782.92 and two hundred extra tickets sold in the room. The problem was solved, according to spokesman stated, when a recent work of Professor Evans S. Scrugo, chairman of the department of Chemistry was announced in a 5.41 class recently.

Professor Diana had discovered, after much labor with a slide-rule, the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, and the latest edition of Superman Comic Books, that the country’s production of 100% ethyl alcohol—now 1% instead of several—hearing that the volume was something sufficient to fill the swimming pool once every day.

“Kercha,” shouted Professor Scrugo, as he ran from the splashpool clad in a bathing cap. “This article in ‘Bizzie-Stories’ about Diana’s work is the solution we’ve been looking for.”

The Committee decided in special session that day to forbid the use of water in the pool. The 200 proofs of ambrosia, they believe, will assure capacity crowds in the natatorium from now on.

The fact that human beings cannot swim in alcohol is an irrelevant detail, a Committee spokesman claimed.

Full Dance

Continued from Page 4
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FREE A High Quality Genuine Leather Key Case to be given with each lubrication Nov. 4 to Nov. 7 Special to Tech Students Present Add at the Kendall Sq. Jenney Station 321 MAIN ST. CAMBRIDGE Washings and Lubrications

BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY
ALL NEW VICTOR and COLUMBIA RECORDINGS REDUCED 25% to 50% Select from a Complete Stock AT BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY 116 Boylston Street Boston HANcock 1561

100% Ethyl Alcohol

The solution we’ve been looking for.

“Delicious and refreshing”—ice-cold Coca-Cola never loses the freshness of appeal that first charmed you. Its clean taste is exhilarating and a refreshed feeling follows. Thirst asks nothing more.
700 HEAR

SAVITT
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Sloppy Chuck dressed up this way to better fill the part of chairman of the Field Day Dance Committee. He felt that this attire would be more in keeping with the general tone of the affair than the formal dress which his colleagues had previously urged upon him.

Above is shown a portion of the crowd enjoying themselves earlier this evening at the Field Day Dance. The picture was taken an hour ago by a staff photographer of THE TECH and was rushed to the printer in time to meet the deadline for this evening's issue.